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Figure 1 Map of Bartons including Purgatory
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Introduction:
“Psychoanalytic theory has described how, in the primitive stages of [the]
emergence of language, …imagery around certain early encounters …
establish[es] “elementary signifiers” of the unconscious: certain “image
fragments” become associated with certain early experiences which make
a “lasting impression” on the infant/child; these images, and the
emotional charge they carry, remain in the subconscious mind of the
adult; from time to time, some conscious event (for example, looking at a
photograph)… will allow it to…spark across to conscious perception,
investing it with a “feeling” for which there is no rational explanation. It is
in this way … that I would account for Barthes’s “punctum”.” (Burgin,
2009:41)
A photograph, as Barthes reminds us, is a mediated conversation with memory,
and this essay has, as its underlying critical framework, the ongoing relationship
I have with my deceased father. It will present the case that the subconscious
memory of lens-based artists combines with their pre-conscious memory’s
trained response to a scene, to compose and instill what Burgin (above)
designates as a ‘feeling’. Or, as Barthes denotes, a ‘Punctum’, that ‘pricks’
(Barthes 2000:27) a response and promotes the urge to make an image in
response to it.
It has been nearly two decades since my father’s death and yet his presence in
my life has been continuous, most notably at times when I have needed to
express or test myself. My research into this relationship has revealed personal
memories and feelings that are still viscerally present, but also others that have
been un-covered, forgotten or, seemingly suppressed in some way and yet others
that have been brought to me from familial sources that I could not recall ever
happening and still find it difficult to comprehend occurring. The work that was
produced in relation to this essay is situated in an unsettled hamlet called
Purgatory, a place not far from where I live but which provided the psychological
trigger to start to develop the work.
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This essay will consider those psychological responses to that particular
landscape called Purgatory, with all its concomitant connotations and consider
the associative link that this photographer may have with a scene heightened by
a relationship that still feels current and yet was conditioned more than half a
century ago. Burgin’s assertion above, that the sub-conscious is vested with ‘unknown’ fragments that might resurface unwittingly and with uncontrollable
effect, elucidates clearly the underlying premise of this essay; which is that the
notion of a ‘photographer’s eye’ – that learned process of technique in the formal
construction of an image – is augmented with, amongst other things, an
unconscious psychological response to the ‘image’ being viewed, by the
photographer, at the time of image creation. Burgin’s assertion also builds on the
work, considered later in this essay, by Freud on “Screen Memory” (Freud 1901)
and also the “Mystic Writing Pad” (Freud 1925), regarding unconscious
psychological responses and suppressed memories of childhood trauma.

Figure 2 Film Poster "The Third Dad" dir. Theresa Moerman Ib
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It has long been discussed that memory is malleable, capricious and fallible,
especially as it relates to early childhood and adolescent memory 1 and so it may
be precarious to rely on the unscrupulous nature of memory as it is represented
in an image – physical or psychological. The tendency of memory to ‘re-fit’
perspective, either as a conscious decision as Theresa Moerman Ib describes in
her short film The Third Dad2, or sub-consciously, as in my case, with the work I
keep looking for him. I think I always will is fraught with peril. This will show that
Memory’s narrative is fickle, molded and mediated by time and experience and
so any claim for truth in the remembrance ought to be short lived.
Time and circumstance are two of the mediating factors that affect perception
regarding one’s personal historical remembrances. Boltanski writes:
“In my early work I pretended to speak about my childhood, yet my real
childhood had disappeared. I have lied about it so often that I no longer
have a real memory of this time, and my childhood has become for me
some kind of universal childhood, not a real one.” (Boltanski, 2012:12)
In the absence of a verifiable truth, fictions (or lies perhaps) fill the memory
vacuum and (re)form its shape. And with regard to accuracy, it (the memory) has
a tendency to mutate with each re-telling – as Boltanski comments, it becomes a
kind of “universal” fiction – seeking perhaps to ‘normalise’ by ‘screening’ or
supression. That memory tends to re-cast its narrative into the perspectival sight
of the viewer with time and experience mediating, is central to Freud’s theories.
Research by Wade, Garry, Read & Lindsay (Wade et al, 2002) present cogent
examples of the malleability of memory; demonstrating how childhood
memories might be assuaged, modified or even falsely introduced with
photographic images. In their conclusion, Wade at al, quote the oft used
therapeutic practice of using familial photographic archives to ‘trigger’ childhood
Artist Anne Brodie’s research into the effects of the loss of a mother in
childhood and how it re-presents in adulthood (Brodie, 2015)
2 Ib’s autobiographical film about her relationship with her deceased father.
1
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memories; however in my case that was and would be impractical due to the lack
of an archive. The personal historical archive has been largely prompted by the
associative imagery I found in Purgatory.
In practice I was exploring a geographical space with a response that is, on the
one hand, technically conditioned for visual composition, and on the other a
memory which is pre-disposed to recognise its (my own) frailties and limitations
in respect of a relationship which had been founded on one of power and
submission. Replacing therefore, that Space with a Place mediated by the
emotional/psychological response to the topography of the land; the reconstructed histories of a fallible memory and the conditioned eye of a
photographer. In Barthesian terminology therefore: the denoting nomenclature
“Purgatory” provided the “anchorage” (Barthes, 1997:38) linking to the
metaphorical imagery of that place that I found myself in, with my own historical
and cultural heritage, and directing the significance in how the viewed image
may be ‘read’. (Barthes, 1997:38)
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Chapter 1 - Image as a response to landscape and
memory
i) - Purgatory in Context
Purgatory3 is an unsettled place a few miles from where I live. My father would
never have known of it as I had moved away from the family home some forty or
so years previous. It was though, despite this, that I found a way to allow ‘him’ to
enter in the work I keep looking for him. I think I always will.

Figure 3 Umney from "I keep looking for him, I think I always will."

Purgatory “In 1579 there was a house in Shepper's Close in Steeple Barton,
probably in the field north of Purgatory called Shepherd's House ground in 1849.
(fn. 27) A house was built at Purgatory, then called Dry Grounds, c. 1733.. – source
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/oxon/vol11/pp59-75 . Purgatory became
unsettled at the turn of the previous century, last known reference to habitation
was in the census of 1911 of a Herbert Hoare and his five children (wife Emily
thought to be in an asylum). It is difficult to be precise but there may have been
eight families living in Purgatory at its height. As for the provenance in regard to
the name – popular local lore attributes it to the difficulty in reaching it by foot or
horse.

3
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Purgatory, as referenced in Dorothy L Sayers translation of Dante’s central work
from the Divine Comedies – Purgatorio, narrates the journey between Inferno and
Paradiso and contains considerable allusions to landscape imagery but also
specifically to memory:
Never in my life, if memory doesn’t fail me.
I dared not waste my time asking what this meant,
And my own eyes saw nothing there to tell,
So I trudged on, perplexed and diffident. (Dante, [1321]1955:228)
It might be said that the chief contextual device that Dante employed in the
writing of Purgatory was one of memory. The temporal aspect of Purgatory is
structurally bound to the trials the penitent faces; the extent of their labours is a
constant reminder of their sin(s) committed. Memory is therefore bound to the
punishment metered to the penitent – that they shall be punished in accordance
with the extent of their sin. Sayers comments, in her introduction to her
translation of Dante’s work, that it is fundamental to the concept of penitence
that in order for it to work, that the sinner accepts the judgement upon them
during their time in Purgatory and by doing so be convinced therefore of their
own guilt. To do otherwise, she notes, would be to consider all punishment – a
constant reminder of sin, however moderated simply, vindictive.
“And of thou hast forgotten it – go to,
Remember” – she was smiling as she spoke –
“Thou’st drunk to-day of Lethe; yes, and true (Dante, [1321]1955:333)
Similarly, the River Lethe that the penitent is required to drink from as a
precursor to entering the Garden of Eden – Paradise will ensure that the penitent
will forget all their sins committed and will be thus cleansed of the stain of sin
(Dante, 1321:58). No memory therefore will exist of their sins against their
Father – for sin can only be set against that of their Father. As Sayers points out
in her notes “… a Freudian before the time.” (Dante, [1321] 1955:338) that there
9

is, seemingly, a distinct corollary between Freud’s notion of the “Screen Memory”
and the effect of drinking from the Lethe, though the former is vested in the subconscious.
ii) Artists’ psychological response to Landscape as “Place”
The fact that my father is dead and that no resolution had been sought, or found
has left fertile ground to consider how that relationship might materialize, might
re-surface. Bertien van Manen’s book Beyond Maps and Atlases is a work in a
landscape non-native to the artist, and is a personal reflection following the
death of her husband.

Figure 4 van Manen from "Beyond Maps and Atlases"

Set in Ireland, the Dutch artists’ imagery appears to utilise a visual artifice which
incorporates a screen between the viewer and the object; this might connote the
revelation of memory re-surfacing – un-screening, or one perhaps of a memory
receding, Lethe-like. In her introduction to the work van Maren describes how
she was “guided by a feeling” (van Maren, 2016 web) suggesting the
psychological response of a ‘Punctum’ in the aftermath of post-mortem.
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Figure 5 Umney from "I keep looking for him, I think I always will."

There is a common purpose amongst many artists that seek to restore memory,
to invoke, to re-substantiate the past in order to interrogate it within the context
of their own existence and practice. In his exploration of his grandfather’s walk
to freedom, as an escaped prisoner of war, from Russia to Poland in a work called
Clear Of People, Michal Iwanowski states:
“The link between us [the artist and his forebears] was the landscape
itself, which they had crossed, exactly the same route, some 70 years
before. In many ways I was hoping to 'find' them, to connect to them,
purely on spiritual level, of course, but the landscape has got the power to
transcend times, political changes, generational differences”. (Iwanowski
2014)
The artist purposefully set out to connect to his grandfather (and his great uncle)
by visiting the land, and route, that his grandfather had traversed as an escapee.
Iwanowski continues to say:
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“It was through recognising familiar landscape and superimposing family
history on to it that I was able to get some sense of connection…In many
ways I was hoping to 'find' them, to connect to them, purely on spiritual
level, of course..” (Iwanowski 2014).
Iwanowski walked a similar path to his forebears and his psychological response
to the landscape resonated with the knowledge that he was walking that similar
path – sharing the same pathway, despite that time and space will have altered
the physical landscape considerably. Iwanowski’s journey is linear, in Freudian
terms it is narrated from the pre-conscious as Burgin suggests: “in the
“topological” sense, what everyday speech is called memory”. (Burgin 2016,
217). In other words the artist loaded his memory via recollections of
remembered conversations with his grandfather and his grandfather’s brother
before recounting them through a personal, albeit third party perspective.

Figure 6 Iwanowski, M from "Clear of People"

Many of Iwanowski’s images from this series are abstract, seemingly emotional
responses elicited from those previous conversations. Iwanowski’s intent was
purposeful, to invoke a psychological response devoid of a mnemonic aspect,
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relying on the trained response as a photographer and conditioned by personal
history and a sensitivity to the land that occupies a sense of Place within his own
sub-conscious. Similarly the work of David Favrod, whose Japanese grandparents
had witnessed WWII but who only once spoke to the artist about their
experience of that time, it was therefore left to Favrod himself to construct a
memory, as he states regarding his work ‘Hikari’
“This works represents my compulsion to build and shape my own
memory. To reconstitute some facts I haven’t experienced myself, but
have unconsciously influenced me while growing up.” (Favrod 2015)

Figure 7 Favrod, D from "Hikari"

Favrod’s fictive constructions offer, I believe, a similarity to my own work. The
photographer’s conception of the conditions and atrocities (or not, we will never
know) that his grandparents endured through whispered reminiscences. This
singular correspondence elicited a psychological response from the artist’s
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perspective of social/cultural and academic comprehensions surrounding the
conflict in Japan during that time. A response that the artist could only have
previously internalized through imagining, leading to Favrod’s consequential
constructions which could therefore only be a fictive narrative of that epoch,
combined with a relevant topographic uncertainty.
“In the series I use my grandparents’ stories from the second world war
as inspiration for my own testimony of something I never experienced but
that influenced me subconsciously.”4

Figure 8 Ward, j from "I shall say goodbye."

Walking the space in Purgatory allowed me to also develop a fiction from my
own set of fallible memories, and to transfigure the space into a ‘place’ where

From exhibition release https://phmuseum.com/museum/news/behind-thepicture-david-favrod

4
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imagery became ever easier to construct and process through repeated visits to
the area. Favrod’s fantastical constructions/staged images could have only come
from a memory-mediated imagining of events in his personal pre-history,
elicited uniquely from the self-repressed memories of his grandparents.
Johanna Ward’s work; “I Shall Say Goodbye” (Ward 2013) utilizes family archive
material – photographs, texts and artefacts with conditioned responses to
‘spaces” that, invoked by the artist’s presence, are rendered into “Places”. The
imagery, punctuated by clear archival material, is – similar to Favrod’s and
Iwanowski’s works - temporally ambiguous; the narrative a structured personal
account of her parent’s separation and subsequent divorce. Ward accepts that
her work is a fiction5 suggesting that whilst the specificity of her work is vital to
its integrity – a truth derived from intent – it was her memories, and therefore
fictions, that guided her to make imagery. This temporal ambiguity is central to
Freud’s idea of suppressed memory; that time, as a mediator to the re-narration
of personal history, becomes secondary if not redundant in it’s resurfacing. In
Chapter Three – Freud and the personal response (p19) are two photographs
that were held by my twin sister and only became ‘known’ to me recently. They
hold no sense of history for me, though for my sister they are “a matter of fact”.
Ward has confessed to being surprised and intrigued by the way others have
interpreted her work. How her sister for example, who like my own sister, had a
similar deep – albeit very personal aspect of shared events - sense of the
narrative being described by the artist. The artist’s sister though viewed not only
certain abstract images in a way that confounded Ward’s original conception of
the fictive account, but pointed not only to a conflicting memorial imagining of
the history being told, but also of familial events that had seemed to Ward as
incontestable. The texts, archival family photographs and contemporary images
generating purposeful, but contrasting fictions.

5

Artist talk by Johanna Ward to OCA students available on the OCA Student Site
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Chapter 2 - Investigation of Barthes’s use of “Punctum”.

After presenting the notion of ‘studium’ Roland Barthes’s initial mention of the
idea of ‘punctum’ is on page 27 of his ‘little book’, Camera Lucida. The author goes
on to say:
“This second element which will disturb the [first element] studium I shall
therefore call punctum; for punctum is also: sting, speck, cut, little hole –
and also a cast of the dice. A photographer’s punctum is that happy
accident which pricks me, is poignant to me.” (Barthes 2000:27)
Interestingly Barthes’s metaphor here is mixed; he talks of the photographer’s
punctum, yet he relates it to that “which pricks me...” in consideration of the
image before him. It is conceivable that the translation from the original French
to this edition loses some of the preciseness of Barthes’s intention, which is to
describe the author’s sub-conscious reaction to specific images, and most notably
to the “Winter Garden Photograph” of his mother, the discussion of which
occupies the bulk of section two of Camera Lucida. The mention of the ‘little hole’
is an explicit reference to a passage earlier in Camera Lucida where, in reference
to the “Operator” – defined by Barthes as the photographer – he states:
“I might suppose that the Operator’s emotion (and consequently the
essence of Photography-according-to-the-photographer) had some
relation to the “little hole” (stenope) through which he looks, limits,
frames and perspectivizes when he wants to “take” (to surprise).”
(Barthes 2000:9,10)
As Michael Fried notes in his essay ‘Barthes’s Punctum’ “Barthes’s announced
approach in Camera Lucida is nothing if not personal. “I decided to take myself as
mediator for all photography,”” (Fried 2009:141). Fried’s continued analysis of
Barthes’s work in Camera Lucida surfaces one of the central themes of the
writer’s stated underlying structure to the critique of photographs, that of the
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“phenomenologist’s” approach and that he “…borrowed something from the
phenomenology’s project and something from its language… even cynical
phenomenology.” (Burgin 2009:40) Burgin recognises that this phenomenological
approach is flawed when he states:
“Without going into detail, I wish to simply note that, in its point of
departure, Barthes’s approach to the photograph [in general terms] in
Camera Lucida is compatible with the sort of psychoanalytic/intertextual
approach I have suggested. I say “in its point of departure” as Barthes’s
method in Camera Lucida, although founded on the idea `of subjective
investment (here, “intention”) in the photograph, may draw upon
psychoanalytic concepts for the simple reason that phenomenology does
not recognize the unconscious…..He writes of himself: “His relation to
psychoanalysis is not scrupulous. It is an undecided relation”.” (Burgin
2009:40)
Barthes continues “Last thing about the punctum (in fact it is far from the last
statement Barthes makes about punctum): whether or not it is triggered, it is an
addition: it is what I add to the photograph and what is nonetheless already there.”
(Barthes 2000:55). Barthes seems to be saying here that the image he is
studying, whilst it is static, is imbued with something that “pricks him” and that it
is he that provides it, and that despite his rhetoric regarding a phenomenological
perspective, this element of emotional disturbance comes from within Barthes
himself. As he regards the image something triggers a response from within him
to an element in the image which elevates it from one which might be regarded
as ‘interesting’ to one that is characterized by the term ‘studium’, to a status
higher. And finally, Barthes introduces a further distinction to the notion of
‘punctum’ by adding another:
“This new punctum, which is no longer of form but of intensity, is Time,
the lacerating emphasis of the noeme (”that has been”), its pure
representation.” (Barthes 2000:96) “What pricks me is the discovery of
this equivalence. In front of the photograph of my mother as a child, I tell
17

myself: she is going to die: … Whether or not the subject is already dead,
every photograph is this catastrophe.” (Barthes 2000:96)
What Barthes appears to suggest, albeit at times contradicting himself, is that the
“Spectator” (Barthes 2000:9) may have a number of reactions to a photograph,
dismiss it, be interested in it – “studium” or become moved by it “punctum”. This
paper will contend that similar processes will implore the “Operator” when as a
photographer they “looks, limits, frames and perspectivizes, through the “little
hole” to take the image”.6

In her essay “What is a Photograph?” first published in Art History (September
1994) Margaret Iverson expands on the notion that Barthes discusses in his
essay “The Third Meaning” IMT, pub ’77 regarding ‘obtuse’ and ‘obvious’ and are
closely associated with his later declarations of ‘punctum’ and ‘studium’
respectively.

6
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Chapter Three – Freud and the personal response.

Figure 9 photographer unknown "Umney twins by "The White Bridge""

I have nominated the photograph above by a process of conjecture and (limited)
knowledge. My twin sister – in picture – provided the photograph to me and I can
recognize her features, even to this day. I have no memory of it whatsoever. It
elicits no memorial personal response, and yet I am moved by the image, an
example perhaps of the malleability of childhood memory in the research by
Wade et al (Wade et al, 2002).
I know where this photograph was taken, towards the end of what was known as
The Embankment in Bedford; the bridge to the left of the photograph was
known, at least by many that I knew, as “The White Bridge”. What I am unsure of
is however the identity of the boy in centre of the photograph. My twin sister,
who has had the photograph for decades has no doubts that it is me, though I do
not recognise myself. Nor do I have any recollection of the event surrounding the
photograph or when it was captured. I saw this photograph for the first time
more than half a century after it was made.
In Chapter 4 Childhood and Concealing Memories in Psychopathology of Everyday
Life Freud discusses the notion, amongst others, of ‘concealing memories’ (Freud
1901) with ‘screens’ that repress memories which may be too difficult
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emotionally to deal with, leaving memories intact that are “…indifferent and
unimportant…). As Bate describes in The Memory of Photography
“in the …Freudian topography of memory, the preconscious-conscious
space of memory is subject to what Freud calls “Screen memories”. Screen
memories are those fixed images from childhood that haunt each
individual.” (Bate 2010:252)
Closely aligned to these theories Freud also posits in the “Mystic Writing Pad”
(Freud 1925:207), that the (Mystical Writing Pad) is a metaphorical device that
leaves ‘permanent memory traces’ which are not able to be brought to the
conscious at will and have no conception of Time or Place.
Bate reminds us that the link between Proust and Freud made by Barthes in the
original French version of “Camera Lucida” is missing (‘suppressed’ as Bate
describes it) in the English translation. This Barthesian link is especially
important in relation to the ‘Punctum’ and photography. In his canonical work In
Search of Lost Times, Proust describes the sensation of a recognition of
something that he cannot remember or understand’ “Whence did it come from?
What did it signify? How could I seize upon and define it?” (Proust 1922:loc 848).
This invocation of a memory indistinct via time and space, evokes Freud’s notion
of a ‘Mystic Writing Pad’ and the ‘permanent memory trace’ ‘Screened’ through
suppression. Of that particular memory Proust asks:
“Will it ultimately reach the clear surface of my consciousness, this
memory, this old, dead moment which the magnetism of an identical
moment has travelled so far to importune, to disturb, to raise up out of
the very depths of my being? I cannot tell. Now that I feel nothing, it has
stopped, has perhaps gone down again into its darkness, from which who
can say whether it will ever rise?” (Proust 1922:loc 873)
Bate continues in his essay with this idea as regards to a photograph, however
the introduction of the notion of a ‘scene’ is posited in respect of ‘involuntary’
20

memory and that of “Punctum” and how that relates to it. “Voluntary memory
[Studium] is like the work of history, but involuntary memory belongs to the
personal affect.” (Bate 2010:254). The photographer’s conscious contemplation
of a scene, a landscape perhaps, may possibly evoke a memory in a similar way,
but perhaps more so if the viewer has a heightened awareness in respect of the
“place” they are in, in my case in this work, Purgatory.
Liz Wells, in her book “Land Matters” suggests that “History turns space into
place” (Wells 2011:Loc 552). As I wandered in Purgatory, a space, which I could
never have shared with my father, but heightened with a conscious awareness of
him, the imagery that I found myself attracted to would surely have been defined
initially by a response trained in the first place by a photographer’s eye: the
common currency of formal composition learned as a process and enhanced by
practice. Those prescribed rules of perspective, shapes, lines and harmony of
form and tone that bring the viewer – whether the first reader or subsequent – to
feel the compulsion to engage with what Barthes calls the ‘Studium’. It was the
shared history between my father and myself that transfigured Purgatory into a
Place. Additionally, I would conject, informed to an extent by the unconscious,
what Bate’s, in his essay, describes as ‘Freudian slips’ (Bate 2010:253); where
repressed memories which, while resting in the unconscious and usually
‘screened’ by other more benign recollections, are temporarily revealed by an
urge that Barthes had defined as ‘Punctum’.

21

Figure 10 Film Poster "Blade Runner" dir. Ridley Scott

In his essay The Eye of God Joan Fontcuberta, in reference to Ridley Scott’s
“Bladerunner”, saying: “ … the replicants carry fake family photos in order to
create the semblance of memories, that might anchor their own imaginary past
lives.” (Fontcuberta 2014:25). Fontcuberta goes on to say that photographs are
memories and constructed memories build identity. For whatever reason my
father destroyed the family photographic archive. Whatever was left had been
distributed before he made the decision to clear out the familial memory bank.
Fontcuberta’s essay highlights both the indexical strength of the photograph in
that the badge provides authority through its mimetic property, but also its
association with the past; an existential statement that the badge’s wearer has a
history and a place in society. My father’s actions seemed almost as if the identity
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of the family was something he wanted to either re-articulate through the
absence of physical reminders, or to be rid of through shame or embarrassment.

Figure 11 Photographer unknown - family archive

Another photograph that I wasn’t aware of (Fig. 11) shows me in the arms of my
father – my twin sister being held by my maternal grandfather. Of course I would
have been too young to remember – that despite Freud’s conjecture that
preconscious memory can start as young as six months – however the image
came to me only relatively recently. The image appears to me as a curiosity, I feel
no emotional connection, almost as if I were viewing four people from another
family. I recognise my grandfather very easily, but memory being what it is, my
father not so well. I can guess the situation as being my first family home, but not
much more than that. Its re-appearance through the development of this work
questions my comprehension of the relationship I have with the past.
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Chapter Four – Landscape as memory.
i) Memory within Land
Land is of course a hostage to memory, both corporate and personal, as Grace
McCleen suggests in her novel “The Offering” “…suggestive of things fecund with
time”. (McCleen 2015:Loc 176). Land is stratified with the histories of people,
sedimented with multiple, often conflicting narratives and consequently imbued
with overlapping memories; perhaps no more pertinently than with personal
histories as Simon Schama illustrates so eloquently in his book Landscape And
Memory. The author describes it as such in respect of his own forebears in
Eastern Europe in the introduction to the book. Schama illustrates his tome with
written accounts accompanied by imagery, mostly facsimiles of paintings –
though interspersed with relatively few photographs – images taken out of time
and presented as ‘Remembrance[s] of Things Past.’ However, as Liz Wells
contests “Images do not have memory! Memory is a human faculty:..”(Wells
2011: Loc 4615) – whether invoked from the pre or sub-conscious. Images are
the mediated, and are usually unreliable expressions of events from the past,
made manifest via a trigger within the scope of the viewer. Documents to
substantiate or uphold a perspective of history, Spaces that become Places for a
purpose political or personal; such as Schama suggests for Dante, when as he
notes the poet describing his own innocence being restored as when he reaches
the summit of the mountain in Purgatorio is similarly allegorically charted in
Jacopo da Valenza’s painting “St Jerome in the Wilderness” (Schama 2004:417).
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Figure 12 da Valenza, J "St. Jerome in the Wilderness."

The Place that da Valenza describes is fecund with the labour and tribulations
redolent – to Schama’s Art Historical perspective - of Dante’s exercises on Mount
Purgatory in the second of the Comedies. That restoration that is so completely
achieved by drinking the water of the River Lethe, whose path courses through
Purgatory from Paradise on its way to Hell (Inferno), and having his (Dante’s)
memory and “stain” (of sin) purged.
“Asperges me”7 I heard, as I drew near
The blissful brink, so sweetly as to drown
Power to recall, far more to write it here. (Dante, [1321]1955:318)
This remedial suppression of sin’s bad memory is a process very reminiscent, in
form and function, to Freud’s Memory Screen; expunging from the consciousness
any recollective occurrence of sinful event(s) and moreover any sense of time
and place to Dante’s description of ‘Stain of Sin’. Da Valenza’s image is similarly
temporally ambiguous, explicating episodes of the traveller’s life, in the same
7

Asperges me (thou shalt purge me) (Dante, [1321]1955:320)
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way as memories are presented to the conscious memory episodically; much as
Freud’s contention that memories might be un-hitched from a historical
certitude.
ii) Narrative within Land
It is the land that Chloe Dewe Mathews focuses on in her work “Shot at Dawn”.
Unremarkable, largely forgotten plots of foreign fields where “shirkers’, ‘funks’
and ‘degenerates’”, (Mathews 2014) were executed for desertion, This attention
because the artist wanted to “…reinsert the individual into that space, stamping
their presence back onto the land, so that their histories are not forgotten.”
(Mathews 2015) These are not Mathews’ memories, nor indeed those of the
families of those executed. They are the product of a society that wants to reremember those whose memory now sits ill-at-ease with how contemporary
society now wishes its memory to be re-ordered; to un-suppress, to un-screen
those ‘permanent memory traces’ in the public’s consciousness.

Figure 13 Mathews C.D from "Shot at Dawn."
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Schama, Mathews and others make a vital connection between land and people,
history and its consequential memory. It is the land that is spoken of in these
works which bears witness, as Schama states in his introduction:
“So Landscape and Memory is constructed as an excavation below our
conventional sight-level to recover the veins of myth and memory that lie
beneath the surface.” (Schama 2004:14)
a potential reference to Freud’s Mystical Writing Pad; describing land as scarred
and stratified with myth and legend where often the very name of the land is
vested within a cultural memory. Whereas my perambulations in Purgatory
provoked a psychological presence of a person buried not in the land at all but
invoked solely within my own memory. Mathews uses photography as a
memorial device to reclaim a forgotten/suppressed memory and revitalise the
Space into a Place of remembrance, imbuing the land with a sense of historical
purpose and a concomitant memory.

Figure 14 Goya "The Third of May."
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Chloe Dewe-Matthews in her melancholic work Shot At Dawn documents lives –
or at least the extinguishment of lives, of soldiers from World War One – in a
landscape that has no direct personal bearing to the artist other than as an act of
existential remembrance. Her work invokes a response that is as much corporate
as it is personal; we feel the injustice for those executed and their families, we
see that the land bears witness, yet our condemnation is referred to the State.
The responsibility of execution isn’t readily self identifiable, we see perhaps in
mind’s eye the execution, as much as we have viewed when looking at Goya’s
fiction in The Third of May, don’t we readily identify with the victim? Mathews’
aesthetic is a structurally important signifier as much as her accompanying
textual ‘relay’. The notion of “Late Photography” (Campany 2003) might be
considered here in respect of Mathews’ work, whilst the view is not
dispassionate we are, as readers to these works, onlookers; we regard them in
the third person alongside the artist, our responses decoupled from memorial
response by the textual content, the ‘relay’ as Barthes would have it. (Barthes
1997: 41).
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Conclusion
Flusser in his book Towards a Philosophy of Photography suggests that “Images
are significant surfaces” (Flusser 2002:Loc 51), in this he is referring to the twodimensional surface of a photograph, where the Barthesian notions of ‘Studium’
and ‘Punctum’ signify the reader’s personal responses. The photographer though
also expresses, at the moment of image making, their significant own specific
response through the two dimensional viewfinder. The artist Iwanowski, for
example, interrogates the landscape with a personal history, perhaps even
mythologizing it in order to comprehend a memory of the Place he consciously
decides to recreate in the viewfinder. Those significant responses to a view are
compositional constructs, derived by a practiced artist conversant in a universal
visual language and mediated by memory.
Grace McCleen’s novel The Offering has her subject , who is a patient in the
“Lethem Park Mental Infirmary” describe the lapses in her memory as “…like
photographic paper left too long in the developing fluid.” (McCleen 2015:150)
she knows she has these lapses because she is undergoing psychiatric treatment
for something she cannot recall, a memory so deeply disturbing that she has
‘screened’ it. Through her treatment though, glimpses of the events surrounding
that trauma are brought into her conscious self, revealed and un-screened via
psychotherapeutic techniques developed to do so. Most people though do not
have those terrible traumas but may have ‘screened’ memories significant to
their own history and the process by which they are brought to the fore may be
serendipitous, but sharpened by a heightened sense of awareness such as being
in a Space called, for example, Purgatory.
“Memory itself cannot be a conscious phenomenon…” (Burgin 1996:217) Burgin
goes on to say that the sheer volume of memories would be “overwhelming” and
that therefore all memory “then…is unconscious in the descriptive sense…” (ibid)
and later he goes on to say that ‘Screen Memories’ may mask both events
historical to it and events which occur after it. “As Freud puts it, there is a
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“retroactive” chronological relation between the screen memory and the
repressed content.” (Burgin 1996:221).
The work of Favrod and Ward together with my own work: I keep looking for
him. I think I always will are first person narratives that rely, to a greater or
lesser extent, on subconscious memorial responses.
As I ventured into Purgatory I was unaware that I would be working on a
personal history that would be both painful and illuminating. I knew that the
area had a history, it had become unsettled about a century ago, that those who
lived there were not part of a wider society, perhaps outcasts from the
neighbouring villages and without the normal facilities even for the time.
However I have a strong feeling that the connotative implications of the name
Purgatory, together with its relative isolation, provided a heightened sense of
awareness within me especially at a time when I need to assert myself and so
became pivotal in the development of the project.

Figure 15 Umney from "I keep looking for him, I think I always will."
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Memory, perhaps childhood memory especially, as Boltanski suggests through
its constant re-telling, becomes as indistinct from the truth as a purposeful
fiction. Those sporadic resurfacing ‘Freudian slips’, re-made freshly each time
with a constantly developing personal perspective, provide a continuous
remodeling of how the past is remembered. But maybe more importantly the
notion that memory is a fixed certainty; that a conscious image of an event in the
past, is no more reliable than a two-dimensional memory held in the hand.
Burgin’s reading of Freud tells us that we cannot predict the likely emanation of
response to either space or place, psychological or physical.
Photographers and image makers have a developed sense of visual language that
they often employ sub-consciously, those rules of composition that conform to
“industrial norms” and are merged without necessarily a conscious cognizance
which might invoke inspired images that have been triggered by the “prick” of a
“Punctum”. Wade et al (Wade 2002:603) postulate that “…viewing childhood
photographs may promote vivid visual images…” and that some may be
“…wholly fictional...” I would contend that in the absence of a familial archive
they can only be trusted as fictions in their entirety.
Whilst the major project, allied to this essay, investigated the psychological
trigger as a ‘Punctum’ in the compositional aspect of image creation, further work
to investigate whether a similar trigger could be induced without a physical
presence i.e. a Place to elicit an impulse to record. To utilize the memory from
within a familial source to elicit imagery from within an other would provide
further valuable resource to consider.
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